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Abstract
This paper presents a novel secret sharing system that is
based on Chinese remainder theorem. This scheme deals
with a concept of multiple secrets to be shared to different groups, such that each group receives shares of secret
intended for it. The sharing is a threshold scheme, that
is more than a fixed number of members from any particular group, will be able to reconstruct the secret and
any smaller set will not be able to know what it is. Resource requirements here are not very high as in other
cryptography schemes and is suitable for resource constrained environment for establishing session key or any
such random secrets which they can use for short time.
Keywords: Chinese remainder theorem, multiple secrets,
threshold Secret sharing

1

Introduction

Cryptography is an ancient art/science that deals with
information security. From classical systems such as shift
cipher system, hill cipher system etc., to modern crypto
systems such as RSA, AES, ElGamal, ECC etc., and
also in, various useful techniques such as secret sharing
schemes, zero knowledge proofs, digital signature schemes
etc., many mathematical topics play very crucial role.
Among these topics, Chinese remainder theorem (CRT)
is an important topic. Applications of CRT are mainly
seen in cryptography literature in reducing the high exponentiation cost of RSA decryption process [17] and many
papers such as [5, 6, 7, 9, 11], etc., use CRT for implementing/improving efficiency of various algorithms by splitting
or sharing encrypted information into smaller units and
thus increase the security of those algorithms. [4] is a book
that discusses the role of CRT in computing, coding and
cryptography in detailed manner. In [12], it was demonstrated that CRT can also be used as an encryption function where the decryption function is a simple division
operation to get the remainder, which happens to be the

hidden secret. Then [13], extended the scheme of [12]
to a scheme that can send shared secrets to members of
groups, such that all of them together can reconstruct
the secret, using a different layer of CRT. This paper discusses an unobserved limitation of this encryption scheme
in [13] and improves it to overcome the limitation and
also extends it to a more general threshold scheme to encrypt multiple secrets to different groups, such that members of the group more than a specified threshold number can reconstruct the secret. Secret sharing schemes
in [1, 2, 3, 8, 10, 16, 18, 21] may provide some lines on
which the schemes presented in this paper can be further
improved.
In this paper, Section 2 presents a brief explanation
of CRT, schemes of [12] and [13] and then explains the
limitation of [12] and [13]. Section 3 explains the proposed scheme and Section 4 gives some applications of
these schemes along with possible lines of improvement
as future work.

2
2.1

CRT
and
Schemes

Communication

Chinese Remainder Theorem

Chinese remainder theorem assures existence of solution
for system of congruence relations (unique modulo some
M). For a given system of congruences as
x = a1

(mod m1 )

x = a2
..
.

(mod m2 )

x = ak

(mod mk ).

For some positive integer k, with only condition that,
these mi ’s are pairwise co-prime. The detailed proof of
CRT can be seen in any Number theory/Cryptography
books such as [17], but the brief outline is presented here.
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Define some variables as
M

= m1 ∗ m2 ∗ . . . ∗ mk =

k
Y

mi .

(1)

i=1

Mi
yi

= M/mi .
= Mi−1 (mod mi ).

(2)
(3)

Now the unique solution (mod M ) is
x=(

k
X

ai ∗ Mi ∗ yi ) (mod M ).

(4)

i=1

This construction gives a unique x (modulo M ) that
can satisfy the given system of congruences.

2.2

CRT Communication Scheme-I

This is a brief summary of scheme in [12]. The environment for this scheme has a single dealer D and a set
of n users U1 , U2 , . . . Un , see Figure 1. This scheme can
be dealt in two phases, set-up phase and communication
phase. In set-up phase, D chooses n pairwise co-prime
(positive) integers m1 , m2 , . . . mn . Each mi is privately
communicated by D to user Ui (this can be done with
the help of any public key system or using any non cryptographic means). At the end of this, each user Ui will be
having mi , which the user can use as a key for decrypting
the cipher received from dealer D. In second phase, that
is, communication phase, for encryption, dealer D with
data a1 , a2 , . . . , an , where each ai is intended for user Ui
and only for Ui . These ai ’s are chosen from the ranges 0
to mi − 1. Dealer shall first compute x using CRT, such
that x satisfies set of congruences x = ai (mod mi ), for
i = 1, 2, . . . , n. From CRT we know that, this x is unique
upto (mod M ), where M is the product of all mi s. Then
this x is communicated to all users. For decryption, each
user Ui after receiving x, using his key mi , shall compute
ai as x (mod mi ). For others who have no knowledge of
mi , will not be able to know, what the ai is, as shown in
Section 4.1.

2.3

CRT Communication Scheme-II

This is a breif summary of scheme in [13], and this
deals with Dealer D communicating n secrets to n different groups G1 , G2 , . . . , Gn , see Figure 2. Here it
is assumed that each group Gi has t members in it.
For the sake of simplicity we assumed t users for each
group, this number can be different for different groups.
In Set-up phase of this scheme, let D choose n ∗ t
pair wise co-prime (positive) integers, m11 , m21 , . . . mt1 ,
m12 , m22 , . . . mt2 ,. . . , m1n , m2n , . . . mtn . Each mij is privately communicated to user Uij , ith member of j th group
(this can be done as in Scheme 2.2). At the end of this,
each user Uij will be having mij , which the user can use
as a key for decrypting the cipher received from dealer D.
After this, dealer Q
also computes group key mi for each
t
group Gi as mi = k=1 mki .

Figure 1: CRT Scheme-I

Figure 2: CRT Scheme-II

In communication phase, the dealer D, chooses secret
data a1 , a2 , . . . , an , with each ai is from the ring Zmi .
Here, each ai is intended to be sent only for users of group
Gi , but not for others. Dealer shall first compute x using CRT, such that x satisfies set of congruences x = ai
(mod mi ), for i ranging from 1 to n. From CRT we know
that, this x is unique upto (mod M ), where M is the
product of all mi s. Then this x is communicated to all
users. For decryption, where each user Uij after receiving
x, using his key mij , shall compute aij as x (mod mij ).
For others who have no knowledge of mij , they will not
be able to do this. Together all users of j th group have
t, aij ’s, so they have t congruences as x = aij (mod mij )
for i ranging from 1 to t. Now they can solve for this x
using CRT again. As the solution of x in CRT is unique
modulo mj , the group can get back their secret aj , which
happens to be the unique value.
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2.4

Limitations of Schemes

Few limitations to the above schemes are discussed in [12]
and [13]. First is, if the values of mi ’s are very small (say
8 bits to handle ASCII) and if the same mi ’s are used to
encrypt a sequence of characters, this can lead to a attack
where one can try with all possible mi ’s, until one sees a
meaningful decryption of characters. This can be avoided
by using mi ’s of at least 100 bits in size, so that this above
brute force type of attack becomes infeasible. The second
limitation is, if the same secret is to be transmitted to
all, then this encryption scheme will not mask the secret.
Few alternates to deal with such situation are, first is to
send M + X, second is to add some kind of padding for
at least one user, etc..
An important, unobserved problem/limitation in
Scheme-II is, once the decryption process is over to reconstruct aj of group Gj , every member of the group will
have the secret keys of all other members of the group.
This essentially means, that this system is only suitable
as a one time use system. In the next section we suggest
modification of Scheme II, such that, keys of members are
not directly used in decryption process.

3
3.1

Proposed CRT Schemes
Reusable CRT Multi Secret Scheme

This scheme also has two phases. First one is set up phase
to establish reusable keys mij ’s. Second phase is communication phase and has two sub phases where first is to
establish session keys and second is to actually communicate secret data.
In Set-up phase, let D choose n ∗ t pair wise
co-prime
(positive)
integers,
m11 , m21 , . . . mt1 ,
m12 , m22 , . . . mt2 ,. . ., m1n , m2n , . . . mtn . Each mij is
privately communicated to user Uij , ith member of j th
group in a secured way. At the end of this, each user Uij
will be having mij , which the user can use as a key for
decrypting the cipher received from dealer D. After this,
dealerQ
also computes group key mi for each group Gi as
t
mi = k=1 mki .
Communication phase in each session, has a sub phase
to set up temporary keys for that session. For this,
the dealer D first chooses temporary keys q11 , q21 , . . . qt1 ,
q12 , q22 , . . . qt2 , . . ., q1n , q2n , . . . qtn , one for each user,
such that, these keys can be used for reconstruction/Decryption Phase. These keys are also chosen to
be pairwise co-prime(within each group) positive integers
and also for each i, j in the ranges of reference they satisfy the requirement mij ≥ qij . These temporary keys can
be communicated to users, using Scheme inQSection 2.2.
t
Dealer also stores these products as qi = k=1 qki , for
each i and will be using these qi s to determine the range
of secrets.
Now to communicate secret data a1 , a2 , . . . , an , for n
groups where, each ai is from the ring Zqi , i.e in range
from 1 to qi − 1. Here, each ai is intended to be sent
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only for users of group Gi , but not for others. Dealer
shall first compute aij ’s, such that aij = aj (mod qij ).
Now calculate x, using CRT, such that x satisfies set of
congruences x = aij (mod mij ), for i ranging from 1 to t
and j ranging from 1 to n. From CRT we know that, this
x is unique upto (mod M ), where M is the product of
all mij s. Then this x is communicated to all users. For
decryption again using Scheme I above, where each user
Uij after receiving x, using his key mij , shall compute aij
as x (mod mij ). For others who have no knowledge of
mij , they will not be able to do this. Together all users
of j th group have t, aij ’s, so they have t congruences as
x = aij (mod qij ) for i ranging from 1 to t. Now they can
solve for this x using CRT again. As the solution of x in
CRT is unique modulo qj , the group can get back their
secret aj , which happens to be that unique value.
This can be written in the form of an algorithm as
1) Set-up phase:
(a) Dealer D chooses n ∗ t pair wise coprime (positive) integers, m11 , m21 , . . . mt1 ,
m12 , m22 , . . . mt2 ,. . ., m1n , m2n , . . . mtn .
(b) Each mij is privately communicated to user Uij .
(c) Computes
Qt group key mi for each group Gi as
mi = k=1 mki .
2) Session key phase:
(a) Dealer
D
chooses
temporary
keys
q11 , q21 , . . . qt1 ,
q12 , q22 , . . . qt2 , . . .,
q1n , q2n , . . . qtn , one for each user.
These
keys are chosen to be pairwise co-prime(within
each group) positive integers and also for each
i, j in the ranges of reference they satisfy
mij ≥ qij .
(b) These temporary keys can be communicated to
users, using Scheme of Section 2.2.
(c) Computes
group key qi for each i as qi =
Qt
q
as
range of secret for group Gi .
ki
k=1
3) Secret Data communication:
(a) D chooses secret data to communicate as
a1 , a2 , . . . , an , for n groups where, each ai is in
the range from 1 to qi − 1. Here, each ai is intended to be sent only for users of group Gi , but
not for others.
(b) Compute aij ’s, such that aij = aj (mod qij ).
(c) Calculate x, using CRT, such that x satisfies set
of congruences x = aij (mod mij ), for i ranging
from 1 to t and j ranging from 1 to n.
(d) This x is communicated to all users.
From this x, users of groups can reconstruct secrets as
1) User Uij shall compute aij = x (mod mij ).
2) All users of j th group can compute their secret by
solving for y in y = aij (mod qij ) for i ranging from
1 to t.
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3.2

Threshold Scheme

Here we suggest threshold scheme, where a secret is sent
in encrypted form to n users and if t is the threshold such
that 1 ≤ t ≤ n, then any t or more users together can
reconstruct/decrypt the secret. Lesser number of users
will not be able to know the secret. For this we use a
binary matrix S of order n×r, where n represents number
of users and r represents parts of key. Entries of S are sij
such that sij is 1 if j th part of key is to be given to user i
and 0 otherwise. We construct this matrix S to satisfy the
following property - that is, consider the rows of S as set of
vectors and let v1 , v2 , . . . vk be any sub set of this vectors
set and lastly let v be the vector obtained by the XORing
the vectors in the above subset. The property we want
S to satisfy is the Hamming weight of the v obtained as
above is r if and only if k ≥ t. We call, any binary matrix
that satisfies this property as sharing matrix of size (n, t)
and use them for the scheme to be proposed here. An
example of (3, 2) sharing matrix A is


1 1 0
A= 1 0 1 
0 1 1
Now the actual scheme can be explained by looking at
both set-up and communication phases. In set-up phase,
to deal with n users, with threshold t, dealer D chooses a
(n, t) sharing matrix A of order n × r, for some positive
integer r. Then, D also chooses r pairwise coprime positive integers m1 , m2 , . . . mr . These mi s are distributed to
n users, such that each user Uj is given some mi s based
on j th row of A. The simple rule used here is, if matrix
entry Aji is 1, then mi is given to Uj and if matrix entry Aji is 0, then mi is not given to Uj . The product
of all mi s given Q
to Uj is denoted as Mj . Lastly, D also
r
computes M = k=1 mk , so that the possible range for
secret can be from 1 to M − 1. Now, let S be the secret to be communicated to all users, such that any t of
them can reconstruct it and smaller number cannot. To
send this S, D just computes Sj for j from 1 to n, such
that Sj = S (mod Mj ) and then sends them to respective
users, using basic CRT based communication scheme that
is scheme in Section 2.2. If we use ai as representation for
S (mod mi ), for i from 1 to r. After receiving Sj , user
Uj can compute some ai ’s for those mi ’s which are given
to him. If any t users are together, since XORed weight
of those t rows of A is r, they know all mi ’s and hence
the corresponding ai ’s are known to at least one user. So
t of them together can construct the unique value S that
satisfies S = ai (mod mi ) for i from 1 to r, using CRT
and thus they know what the secret is.
This can be written in the form of an algorithm as
1) Set-up phase:
(a) Dealer D Chooses a (n, t) secret sharing matrix
A of order n × r.
(b) D also chooses r pairwise coprime positive integers m1 , m2 , . . . mr .
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(c) These mi ’s are distributed to n users, such that
each user Uj is given mi ’s corresponding to 1’s
in j th row of A.
(d) D computes Mj for 1 ≤ j ≤ n as product mi ’s
given to user Uj and also computes M as product of all mi ’s.
2) Secret Sharing:
(a) D Chooses a secret S in the range 1 ≤ S ≤
M − 1 and compute Sj for 1 ≤ j ≤ n as Sj = S
(mod Mj ).
(b) Each Sj is communicated to user Uj secretly using scheme such as basic communication scheme
discussed in Section 2.2.
3) Secret Reconstruction:
(a) Each user Uj from Sj can compute ai ’s for
those mi s which are given to him as ai = Sj
(mod mi ).
(b) Any t of the user together can construct the
unique value S that satisfies S = ai (mod mi )
for i from 1 to r, using CRT.

3.3

Multi Secret Threshold Scheme

In this dealer D deals with more than one group, we shall
call these groups as G1 , G2 , . . . Gz . Let us use ni and ti to
represent number of users and threshold number in group
Gi . Dealer first chooses z sharing matrices Ai for i ranging
from 1 to z, each of size (ni , ti ) and of order ni × ri for
some positive integers ri . Then D chooses set of pairwise
coprime keys for users as K = {mij : 1 ≥ i ≥ z and 1 ≥
j ≥ ri }, such that for any fixed i in the specified range
Ki = {mij : 1 ≥ j ≥ ri } is the key set intended for group
Gi . These keys of Ki are distributed to members of Gi
using the sharing matrix Ai as explained in the previous
scheme. Secret Si for each groupQ
Gi is chosen from the
ri
mk . Then D can
range from 1 to Mi , where Mi = k=1
use CRT to compute X that satisfies congruences X = Si
(mod Mi ). This X is sent to all by broadcasting it. For
decrypting any ti members of group Gi with all elements
of key set Ki can again use CRT to reconstruct their secret
Si .
1) Set-up phase:
(a) Dealer first chooses z sharing matrices Ai for i
ranging from 1 to z, each of size (ni , ti ) and of
order ni × ri for some positive integers ri .
(b) Then D chooses set of pairwise coprime keys for
users as K = {mij : 1 ≥ i ≥ z and 1 ≥ j ≥ ri },
such that for any fixed i in the specified range
Ki = {mij : 1 ≥ j ≥ ri } is the key set intended
for group Gi .
(c) These keys of Ki are distributed to members of
Gi using the sharing matrix Ai as explained in
the previous scheme.
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2) Secret Sharing:

Proof. From the definition of sharing matrix, we know
that hamming weight of rows corresponding to lesser than
(a) Secret Si for each group Gi is chosen
Qri from the t users is less than r. Thus there are some mi ’s not known
range from 1 to Mi , where Mi = k=1 mk .
to these users and the shares associated with these mi can
(b) Then D can use CRT to compute X that satis- take random values as shown in Theorem 1.
fies congruences X = Si (mod Mi ).
Apart from security, we are also interested in economic
(c) This X is sent to all by broadcasting it.
use of space for efficient communication. In our scheme
each ai is from space Zmi and needs log2 (mi ) bits of space
3) Secret Reconstruction:
and the encrypted message x is from space ZM which is
(a) Any ti members of group Gi with all elements approximately sum of all log2 (mi )s. Thus there is no real
of key set Ki can again use CRT to reconstruct increase in size as in many other encryption systems.
their secret Si .
Computation requirements are quite limited for our
scheme and for decryption it just computes a mod operation.
4 Analysis of CRT schemes
In spite of all these positive aspects there are few limitations to this scheme. First and important one is, if the
4.1 Security Analysis
values of mi ’s are very small (say 8 bits to handle ASCII)
Security of CRT schemes can be proved as a consequence and if the same mi ’s are used to encrypt a sequence of
characters, then in the event of having knowledge of n − 1
of the following theorem.
mi ’s can lead to a attack where one can try with all posTheorem 1. Even with the knowledge of n − 1 pairs of sible mi ’s, until one sees a meaningful decryption of char(ai , mi ), for i = 1, 2, . . . n − 1 and the cipher x in CRT acters. To over come this limitation we recommend use of
communication scheme discussed in Section 2.2, it is not mi ’s of at least 100 bits in size, so that above brute force
possible to guess what the an is, without the knowledge of type of attack becomes infeasible.
mn .
The second limitation is, if the same secret is to be
transmitted to all, then this encryption scheme will not
Proof. To prove this, we shall show that for many choices
mask the secret. This is demonstrated in the example
of an and mn can be computed to satisfy the requirement
bellow.
x = an M od(mn ). Let us start with some arbitrary value
Example 1. Here we continue with same mi ’s, that is
for an say α, then consider the variables defined as,
97, 99, 101 for U1 , U2 and U3 respectively.
y = x − α.
Assume that secrets for U1 , U2 and U3 is same and it is
n−1
a1 = a2 = a3 = 2, then dealer will have new system of
Y
Mn =
mi .
congruences
i=1

d
β

= gcd(y, Mn ).
= y/d.

From this computation, if β > α, we can consider β as mn
and this will serve our requirement, since β divides (x−α),
we have x = α (mod β). If β ≤ α we can start again with
a new choice of an . This proves the randomness of an , as
desired.
Lemma 1. CRT Communication Scheme-II is secure
scheme.
Proof. As a consequence of Theorem 1, participants of
any n − 1 groups and also t − 1 participants of the group
in consideration will not be able to determine the share
of one participant who is not involved and thus the secret
of his group.
Lemma 2. Reusable CRT Multi Secret Scheme is secure.

x = 2M od(97)
x = 2M od(99)
x = 2M od101)
From the expression
x = a1 ∗ M1 ∗ y1 + a2 ∗ M2 ∗ y2 + a3 ∗ M3 ∗ y3 ,
we now have
x = 1699830 + 1449956 + 729828 = 3879614.
Considering M oduloM , we have x = 2, we need not be
surprised of this, as this is the only unique value modulo
969903 to satisfy our system we started working with in
this example. This is always true when ever the secret is
same for all users.
Few simple tricks can save us in such situations. First
alternate is to send 969905 that is M +2. Second alternate
is to add some kind of padding for at least one user. Third
alternate is to add a dummy user with a different secret
and some new mn+1 as key parameter.

Proof. As a consequence of Theorem 1, all participants 4.2 Comparision with Sharing Schemes
other than Uij will not be able to determine what qij is.
Here we compare our scheme with secret sharing schemes
Thus the secret of group Gj is also secure.
of [14, 15, 19, 20, 22]. Runhua et al’. in [15] preLemma 3. Threshold Scheme is secure scheme.
sented a (t, n)- threshold multi-secret sharing scheme that
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Table 1: Comparison of secret sharing schemes
Parameter
Parameters in Public
Parameters in Private
Operation Complexity
Selective Revealing of Secrets
Verification

Ours
1
n
Low
Yes
No

[11]
n+1+p−t
n
High
No
No

[12]
t+1
n(2t + 1)
High
No
No

[13]
n+p+1
n
High
No
Yes

[14]
n+1
0
High
No
No
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